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Good afternoon everyone! During this presentation, I will be discussing one of New Jersey’s initiatives, the Hot Shots for Tots immunization campaign.



Focus on child care
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Around 2016 and 2017, our program started to observe that there were many national organizations such as the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), Child Care Aware® of America and the Department of Health and Human Services are adding emphasis on helping child care providers understand the role immunizations play in early childhood development and the health of a child. One of the organizations, Child Care Aware of America featured an article on their website stating,  “The health, safety and well-being of children is of primary concern for child care providers. As trusted professionals, child care providers often serve as a resource for new parents and families. One of the ways that child care providers can help ensure that children are healthy is to encourage that families follow the childhood immunization schedule.”We started to think about the role of immunizations in the child care setting and what barriers may exist. Source: Roszak, A. Child Care Aware® of America. (April 21, 2017). How child care providers play a role in childhood immunizations. Retrieved from http://usa.childcareaware.org/2017/04/child-care-providers-play-role-childhood-immunizations/  



“This is outside of my scope of 
responsibilities”

“I’m unsure of what I’m looking at and 
what is required”

“Keeping track of who’s got what vaccines is really 
burdensome and I just don’t have the time”

“I don’t have the clinical background”

Common feedback from child care facilities
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Through some of our program’s interactions with child care providers, we heard the following: “Keeping track of who’s got what vaccines is really burdensome and I just don’t have the time”“I don’t have the clinical background”“I’m unsure of what I’m looking at and what is required”“This is outside of my scope of responsibilities” Part of our role as the Department of Health is to educate and provide the necessary tools to assist and empower child care providers to maintain high immunization coverage levels in their facilities. When we hear these types of concerns, we have to take another look at what some of the barriers are and where we can assist.  



Immunizations in the child care setting

Staff may have limited background in 
immunizations
Can make it difficult to understand the 
rules, regulations, and complex 
immunization schedule

Burden of tasks
May feel it is too time consuming and 
question if it is their responsibility to:
• Review and update an immunization record
• Check for immunization compliance
• Educate parents
• Complete and submit annual immunization reports

These factors can lead to unintentionally 
undermining the importance of 

immunizations
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We boiled down this feedback to two broad areas where we felt were the most challenging.The first is that staff may have limited background in immunizations. Sometimes the staff who are reviewing immunization records may have limited background, they may not fully understand the rules and regulations, and they may not understand the complex immunization schedule to know what is needed and when.The second broad area is that immunizations place a burden on staff, which can be overwhelming. Roles may be ambiguous: is it the Local Health Department’s or child care provider’s responsibility for reviewing and updating immunization records, checking for compliance, educating parents on the importance of vaccination and complying with the reporting requirements? Maybe they don’t have the time to do all the necessary tasks.These factors may lead to staff unintentionally undermining the importance of immunizations. 



Most children <5 
years spend part 
or most of their 

day in some type 
of child care

Provide care in a 
consistently safe 
and supportive 
environment

Frequent contact 
with 

parents/caregivers

Child care facilities as key partners
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Given that, most children under five years old spend part or most of their day in some type of child care arrangement, we felt that child care facilities could be a key partner in expanding the promotion of immunization.The New Jersey Vaccine Preventable Disease Program (VPDP) wanted to come up with a campaign that helped equip the child care providers with tools and best practices and help them realize the important role they play in keeping kids healthy. 



New Jersey Hot Shots for Tots

Objective
Empower child care providers to implement immunization best 
practices to maintain/and or improve immunization coverage levels

Method
Motivate through recognition and incentives via a child care-based 
immunization campaign
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In 2017, the New Jersey Department of Health Vaccine Preventable Disease Program developed the Hot Shots for Tots Immunization Campaign to empower child care providers to implement immunization best practices to maintain/and or improve immunization coverage levels. Through recognition and incentives, we hoped to motivate child care providers to participate.



What is Hot Shots for Tots?

A voluntary point-based
incentive program 

designed to help increase 
immunization rates and 
preventive services for 
children in child care 

settings

Participants complete 
immunization-related 

activities to earn points

Through participation, 
child care staff are taking 
steps to:
• increase vaccination 

knowledge
• raise immunization 

awareness
• improve immunization 

coverage rates
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The Hot Shots program is a voluntary, point-based incentive program designed to help increase immunization rates and preventive services for children in child care settings.Immunization-related activities have been pre-developed and assigned point values. By participating, child care staff are taking steps to increase vaccination knowledge, celebrate immunization awareness events, and ultimately, improve immunization coverage rates.



Campaign expansion

Year Three…Statewide!
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Hot Shots was first piloted in Monmouth County in 2017. In 2018, the campaign was expanded to include two additional counties: Warren and Atlantic. This year we expanded the campaign statewide so that it is available to all child care and preschool facilities in both public and private schools based on the feedback and interest received from other counties. 



Campaign timeline

Campaign 
Launch

November

Open 
Enrollment

Ongoing

Submission 
Deadline

June

Review of 
Submissions/ 

Validation
June/July

Awards
August
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A typical campaign runs from November through August. The campaign launch is in November. Once launched, enrollment continues on an on-going basis. The submission deadline for all activities and supporting documentation is in June. Once submissions are received, NJDOH will review and validate them during June and July. Participants are recognized and awarded in August during National Immunization Awareness Month (NIAM).



Campaign documents

Welcome Packet
 Activity Log
 Event/Activity Form
 Submission Form
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We have developed several campaign materials for participating sites. The campaign documents include the welcome packet, activity log, event/activity form, and the submission form.



Welcome packet

 Overview of the campaign

 Credible resource lists

 Materials to help you complete 
activities
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The welcome packet provides an overview of the campaign and lists the specific steps for participation along with a list of credible resources and materials to help with completing activities. 



Welcome packet
Pa

ge
 6
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 1
0
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Shown here is an example of links to classroom activities to help complete one of the activities.  We also included a sample vaccination policy for sites who are interested in implementing a staff requirement to submit documentation of receiving the flu and/or Tdap vaccines. This sample policy corresponds to another one of the activities. 



Activity log

 List of all available 
activities and the 
corresponding point 
values

 PDF version auto sums 
the point values of 
selected activities so 
participants can easily 
keep track of points
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The activity log is the document that lists all of the pre-determined activities to choose from and their corresponding point values. It also lists the necessary documentation to earn those points.  The first four activities are mandatory for participation and are worth 10 points. These are shaded in gray. These activities include:1. All children have immunization records and/or applicable exemptions on file, which would be validated through the local health department audit.  2. Submission of the Annual Immunization Status Report (ASR). 3. Submission of the pre-program survey 4. Submission of the post-program surveyParticipants have the ability to earn additional points by selecting from the remaining activities on the list.  For example:Attending immunization workshops, Receiving a100% compliance on the initial local health department audit, Participating in the New Jersey Immunization Information System (NJIIS)Incorporating a tracking mechanism for provisional studentsRecognizing and promoting positive immunization behaviors such as sending thank you cards to families who have provided timely immunizations records and updates. 



How are points determined?

Facility’s Immunization 
Audit Score

Total number of 
points awarded for
selected activities 
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The point total in addition to audit scores determine whether the child care facilities will be eligible for gold, silver, or bronze level award.Gold: 90% or higher; 250+ points; Has gone above and beyond in demonstrating commitment toward promoting immunization awareness and working towards improving coverage 	Silver: 80% or higher; 200+ points; Has demonstrated strong commitment toward promoting immunization awareness and working towards improving coverage 	Bronze: 80% or higher;150+ points; Has taken initiative toward promoting immunization awareness and working towards improving coverage 	Honorable Mention: No criteria; Must complete all mandatory activities and has begun making efforts toward promoting immunization awareness and working towards improving coverage	



Event/Activity Form
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We also developed an Event/Activity Form to help with documentation of activities so that facilities can provide additional details.



Submission Form
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Lastly, when participants have completed all activities and are ready to submit, they will use the submission form as a checklist and cover sheet for submission.



Incentives for participating

Empowers child care 
providers

Supports Quality Rating 
and National 

Accreditation Standards 
for preschool and child 

care facilities

Window sticker, web 
badge, certificate to 

highlight achievement 
to parents

Demonstrates facilities’ 
commitment to keeping 

kids healthy

Creates competition 
among child care 

facilities in the State

Press release and 
recognition on NJDOH 

website
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Adding additional tasks onto an already overburdened staff schedule can be challenging, so we have incorporated some incentives for participating in the campaign:The first goal of the campaign is empowering the child care providers to feel confident and have the skills to implement immunization best practices.Some activities may align with NJ Early Learning and Preschool Standards, support Grow NJ Kids Quality Rating, and National Association of Education of Young Children (NAEYC) Accreditation Standards.  Each awardee also receives an awardee sticker, web badge, and certificate that participants can display for the parents to see. Participating in the campaign can help demonstrate to parents that the facility is committed to keeping kids healthy. Additionally, the campaign facilitates friendly competition among child care facilities in the State that participated in the program which may motivate facilities to do more.Lastly, we also highlight the awardees on the NJDOH website and through a press release and we encourage the local health departments to identify other ways to recognize them on a local level as well.



Hot Shots for Tots website

www.nj.gov/health/cd/imm_requirements/vpdp_hotshots.shtml
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For the campaign, we have also developed a webpage for participants to visit to find updates and campaign documents. All of the campaign materials are pictured on this slide in the green box. This is also where we post awardees for each campaign year.

https://www.nj.gov/health/cd/imm_requirements/vpdp_hotshots.shtml


Award ceremony
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In the previous two campaign cycles, one county decided to host an in-person award ceremony. Pictured here is the award ceremonies from both years that were held at the Monmouth County Health Department.



Evaluation
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For the evaluation component, we had three data sources; the two mandatory surveys and the optional knowledge quiz.
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Rotavirus is required for child care/preschool attendance in New Jersey.

At least one dose of pneumococcal conjugate vaccine (PCV13) is due on or
after a child's first birthday.

A flu vaccine administered in August of the current year is acceptable for
attendance in a child care facility.

New Jersey allows three types of exemptions for immunizations:
philosophical, religious, and medical.

One age-appropriate dose of measles, mumps, and rubella (MMR) vaccine
is required for child care/preschool.

Hot Shots T/F Survey Responses, Pre-Program (n=30) and Post-Program (n=26)

Pre-Program Post-Program
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This slide represents data from the knowledge section of the surveys for the second campaign cycle, which contained true/false questions. We had a total of 30 responses to the pre-survey and 26 responses for the post-survey. Shown here are the results of those five questions from before and after the campaign. You can see the participants already had average immunization knowledge prior to the Hot Shots campaign, 70% and higher. However, even considering the level of knowledge before the campaign, there was still an increase in percent correct for four out of the five questions when comparing pre and post scores.



20% 0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

I would participate in this program again.

I think other counties would find this program useful.

As a result of the program, I feel an improvement in my ability to understand the New
Jersey immunization requirements for child care facilities

Participation in the program made it easier to access immunization educational
materials (e.g. posters, activity books, brochures.)

I learned about immunizations/requirements more quickly and easily because of the
program

I had no difficulty in understanding the requirements and structure of the program.

I had no difficulty finding the information that I needed concerning the program.

As a result of the program, I find it easier to communicate with parents about the
importance of vaccines.

The program made reporting of immunization requirements a better experience than I
would have had otherwise.

I had no difficulty in completing the activities of the program.

Hot Shots for Tots Post-Program Evaluation (n=26)

STRONGLY DISAGREE DISAGREE A LITTLE NEUTRAL AGREE A LITTLE STRONGLY AGREE
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The questions listed here were pulled from the post-program evaluation results. We had 26 responses for this survey. Overall, there were a lot of positive responses to how participants viewed the Hot Shots campaign.We also use these questions to collect feedback on the campaign so that we can continue to make adjustments with each new cycle.
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I also wanted to share a few images of some of the materials that participants used during their own campaigns from the past 2 years.



Contact information

Jenish Sudhakaran, MPH
Population Assessment Coordinator

Jenish.Sudhakaran@doh.nj.gov

Jennifer Smith, MPH CHES
Health Educator

Jennifer.Smith@doh.nj.gov

New Jersey Department of Health 
Vaccine Preventable Disease Program

609-826-4861

mailto:Jenish.Sudhakaran@doh.nj.gov
mailto:Jennifer.Smith@doh.nj.gov
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